The "New Way" Jewel Combination Range
"Adds to the Joy of Living"

Manufactured by
DETROIT STOVE WORKS
The Largest Stove Plant in the World
DETROIT    CHICAGO
The "New Way" Jewel Combination Range

Burns Coal, Coke, Gas or Wood

The advantages of a Combination Range are so generally known that it is now simply a question of what range to buy. So you can decide this all-important question, the following page describes how a New Way Jewel Combination Range is made—its special features—easy operation, sanitary equipment, durability and wonderful efficiency.

Measurements

No. 85-18 NEW WAY JEWEL COMBINATION RANGE

Style with Warming Closet

Oven for Coal...18x18x13"  Cooking Top......43x26"  Height of Top.....33"
Oven for Gas...18x18x11"
These Features will Convince You

The “New Way” patented plan of construction makes the Coal and Gas Burning equipment separate and distinct from each other—the only way a satisfaction giving Combination Range can be made.

Cooking Top.—Has 4-hole section for coal or wood burning and a 5-burner section for gas. An equipment as complete and convenient as obtained in a separate coal range and a separate gas range.

Firebox.—For burning Coal, Coke or Wood, the firebox is identical in size and construction as in the best Jewel coal burning range—All linings are removable—A duplex grate is provided.

Baking with Coal.—Perfect baking results are obtained because there is no gas equipment in the oven flues, no troublesome dampers to operate, and no parts to be installed (see illustration). This is one of the advantages of the “New Way” plan of construction.

Baking with Gas.—A special gas oven bottom plate slides into the coal oven. Opening a draft slide in the outside of the oven door releases the oven burner housed in it, and causes it to lock into the gas oven plate (see illustration). Perfect baking results are obtained because the heat from the gas circulates as it does in a Detroit Jewel Gas Range. No Combination Range is easier to operate with gas.

Porcelain Equipment.—Splashers for the high closet and the panel of the oven door are the finest white Porcelain—a sanitary feature which every woman appreciates.

Other Advantages.—Every part of the range made from Kemi-Test Iron. There are no steel parts to rust out. All castings are of plain design, hence are easily cleaned. Every feature to insure long life, efficiency, ease in operation, beauty and convenience, are found in this range—It is the best money can buy.
Buy a New Way Jewel Combination Range and reduce your fuel costs to a minimum; besides enjoy the comfort of a cool kitchen in summer and a warm one in winter. No other Range will give you the same satisfaction.